NOVEMBER 2011

Dear friend,

2011 was historic. In rebellions across the Arab world, people began throwing off decades of repression and autocracy. In Tel Aviv, tent protests sparked a national movement for social justice, with echoes on our own streets this fall.

For J Street, it was a year of historic growth and impact as well. Through our flagship Two-State Summer campaign, tens of thousands of J Street members sent strong statements to their representatives in Washington. We brought Israeli military and political leaders to the US to make the case for two states in nationwide events. And we held hundreds of house parties, leading to our August Day of Action with over 1,000 activists participating.

Our 2011 national conference attracted 2,000 people—including over 500 students—one of the largest gatherings of Jewish Americans of the year. In the Israeli Knesset, our work sparked a hearing on what it means to be pro-Israel. In the US Congress, our work sparked debate about the role of US aid to the Palestinian Authority in promoting Israel’s security and future. Even Stephen Colbert took notice!

More than 29 college campuses now have J Street U chapters, and more than 40 J Street Locals are organizing in communities around the country. With the help of over 180,000 supporters, we raised $7 million and deployed 50 staff across the nation.

In 2012, we intend to continue making history. Israel faces a choice of historic proportions: stay on the present unsustainable path without a two-state solution, watching its democratic character and Jewish values erode, or change course by making the tough decisions necessary to achieve two states now.

And we intend to make clear that the 2012 election puts this choice squarely before the American people and the Jewish community.

One set of politicians will push hard-line rhetoric and policy on Israel as they search for political support however, we will push strongly to show that political support will flow to those who stake out moderate, rational stands that promote two states and security through peace.

Historic times and challenges call for historic decisions. I look forward to working with you as we make history in 2012.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Ben-Ami
PRESIDENT

“J Street gives political voice to mainstream American Jews and other supporters of Israel who believe that a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is essential to Israel’s survival as the national home of the Jewish people and as a vibrant democracy.”

J Street gives political voice to mainstream American Jews and other supporters of Israel who believe that a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is essential to Israel’s survival as the national home of the Jewish people and as a vibrant democracy.

J Street’s mission is two-fold: first, to advocate for urgent American diplomatic leadership to achieve a two-state solution and broader regional, comprehensive peace, and, second, to ensure a broad debate on Israel and the Middle East in national politics and the American Jewish community.
**NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF: SEEKING BALANCE ON THE MIDEAST**

"With the Arab Spring, the United States has a chance for a new beginning in the region. But that will require Washington to adopt a more balanced policy. Maybe, just maybe, J Street will help create the political space to enable that to happen."

**ISRAEL CALLS FOR CONTINUING AID FOR PALESTINIANS**

"Whatever does or does not happen at the UN, the Israeli government is putting forth just two days before the Palestinians are expected to approach the United Nations, a very compelling and clear case that continued international assistance is not only in the interest of the Palestinian Authority, but in the interests of the Israelis and their security."

— Dylan Williams, J Street Director of Government Affairs

**AUGUST 3, 2011**

**SEPTEMBER 16, 2011**

**SEPTEMBER 19, 2011**

Following the special election in New York’s ninth district, JStreetPAC Co-Chair Alexandra Stanton goes head-to-head with Assemblyman Dov Hikind on the topic of the Jewish vote.

**SEPTEMBER 20, 2011**

**SEPTEMBER 22, 2011**

**OCTOBER 4, 2011**

**MAY 16, 2011**

**MAY 16, 2011**

**OBAMA PRESSED TO GET MIDEAST PEACE TALKS MOVING**

"(Obama) doesn’t need to dot every ‘I’ or cross every ‘T,’ but he’s got to lay out the key questions before the parties and ask them yes-or-no questions to gauge their seriousness in order to assess who’s ready to move forward and who isn’t."

— Jeremy Ben-Ami

**JEWISH LEADERS, ISRAELI POLITICIANS TEAM UP WITH RICK PERRY TO SLAM OBAMA MIDDLE EAST POLICIES**

"The relentless right-wing pandering on display today at Governor Rick Perry’s press conference is at the heart of what is warping U.S. policy and politics when it comes to Israel. From sharing the podium with an extreme right-wing Knesset member who calls for the outright annexation of the West Bank, to urging an end to Palestinian aid and paying lip-service to the two-state solution while undercutting moves to achieve it, Perry is cynically attempting to turn Israel into a partisan football for his own very narrow gain."

— Jeremy Ben-Ami

**THE COLBERT REPORT**

During a humorous interview with Stephen Colbert, Jeremy Ben-Ami makes a serious case for the two-state solution.

**AUGUST 23, 2011**

**JEWISH LEADERS, ISRAELI POLITICIANS TEAM UP WITH RICK PERRY TO SLAM OBAMA MIDDLE EAST POLICIES**

"The relentless right-wing pandering on display today at Governor Rick Perry’s press conference is at the heart of what is warping U.S. policy and politics when it comes to Israel. From sharing the podium with an extreme right-wing Knesset member who calls for the outright annexation of the West Bank, to urging an end to Palestinian aid and paying lip-service to the two-state solution while undercutting moves to achieve it, Perry is cynically attempting to turn Israel into a partisan football for his own very narrow gain."

— Jeremy Ben-Ami

**OPPOSING STATEHOOD BID, SUPPORTING A NEW PATH TO PEACE**

"Or we can go a different route. We can adopt an attitude of constructive self-criticism and compassionate action. We can re-examine the basic tenets of an attitude toward the conflict that has brought us no closer to a solution. We can put ourselves in the shoes of the other and exchange a one-sided approach for a much fuller view. We can welcome new voices into the fold. We can embrace our role as advocates for a peaceful, safe and secure Israeli future."

— J Street U Board Member Logan Bayroff
FEBRUARY 26 – MARCH 1, 2011

“This meeting should serve as a reminder that Jewish life is an ongoing moral call for us as a people. And to others, a call for peace.”

— Shimon Peres in his letter of greeting to conference participants

J STREET CONVENEDED the third largest gathering of American Jews in 2011 and the largest convention of the American pro-Israel, pro-peace movement in history.

- 2,000+ SUPPORTERS
- 500 STUDENTS FROM 128 CAMPUSES
- 30 PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS


Other plenary sessions during the conference included “History before Our Eyes: Broader Implications of Democracy Movements in the Arab World,” and “The American Role in the Middle East” featuring Special Assistant to the President Dennis Ross.

ON THE FINAL NIGHT OF THE CONFERENCE, J Street hosted its national Gala Dinner, raising $400,000 to support our programs. J Street honored board member Kathleen Peratis with the Tzedek v’Shalom award for her dedication to Israel’s peace and security. The award was presented by Peratis’ former mentor at the ACLU, Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg.

“My love of justice brought me to Judaism. My love of both justice and Judaism brought me to J Street.”

— Kathleen Peratis

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Finance Committee Members Alan and Irene Wurtzel • Representative Chris Murphy (CT-5) • JStreetPAC Co-Chair Alexandra Stanton with Ohio Senator Sherrod Brown • Arovah founder Rabbi David Rosenn and Professor Shana Tabak • Former International Council of Jewish Women Chair Jill Jacobs CBE (left) and Foreign Policy Assistant to Representative Chris Murphy (CT-5) Jessica Ellidge • J Street Board Chair Davidi Gilo with Senator Maria Cantwell (WA) • Representative Charles Gonzalez (TX-20) • Representatives Jim Moran (VA-8) and Jan Schakowsky (IL-9) • President Jeremy Ben-Ami with Representative Xavier Becerra (CA-31) • President’s Council Member Howard Dickstein with PLO Representative to the US Maen Areikat. (Photos by Tony Powell, Washington Life)
As Chair of J Street Central Jersey, I’ve been energized by the growth and vitality of our Local. Connecting with so many new supporters during our Two-State Summer campaign was a powerful affirmation that we are providing a voice and a platform for our constituents where previously there had been none.

— Debbie Schlossberg

J Street Philadelphia activists joined thousands of supporters throughout the country in J Street’s first national Day of Action. Read more on the following page.

When some members of Congress called for cutting funds to the Palestinian Authority in response to the Palestinian UN bid—against the advice of numerous American and Israeli security experts and economists—J Street Local and J Street U inundated Congress with tens of thousands of postcards, phone calls and emails explaining why continued aid is pro-Israel and pro-peace.

"J Street U enables me to be pro-Israel without being anti-Palestinian. It allows me to express my love for Israel without forsaking the dedication to human rights and social justice that are central to the Jewish identity. It is a reminder that Zionism is only meaningful if it embraces the values that we as Jews hold dear." — Zachary Abels, Occidental College

J Street U is currently organizing on over 60 campuses. Official J Street U chapters have been established on the following 29 campuses:

Bard College
Bates College
Brandeis University
Carleton College
Dartmouth College
DePaul University
Georgetown University
George Washington University
Harvard University
Haverford College
Johns Hopkins University
Lewis and Clark College
Macalester College
Middlebury College
New York University
Occidental College
Princeton University
Reed College
Temple University
Tufts University
University of California, Los Angeles
University of Maryland
University of Michigan
University of North Carolina
University of Pennsylvania
University of Southern California
Washington University
Wellesley College
Yale University

J Street U Chapters
J Street Locals
70% of American Jews support the US taking an active role in resolving the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, including putting forth a peace plan with borders and security arrangements.

57% of American Jews would support a final status peace agreement including the following provisions:

- A demilitarized Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza
- Internationally recognized borders based on the borders that existed in 1967, with mutually agreed land swaps that allow for most Jewish settlers in the West Bank to be inside Israel while the Palestinians get comparable land areas in return
- Palestinian neighborhoods in Jerusalem become part of the new Palestinian state while Israel retains control of Jewish neighborhoods and the Western Wall in Jerusalem
- International forces to monitor the new Palestinian state and border crossings
- Financial compensation for Palestinian refugees while allowing some refugees to return to Israel if they meet specific family reunification criteria and the Israeli government approves
J STREET’S SECOND CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION, co-chaired by Representatives Steve Cohen (TN-09) and John Yarmuth (KY-03), visited Israel, the Palestinian territory and Egypt during a ten-day trip. The five members of Congress who participated met with high-level Israeli and Palestinian leaders as well as Egyptian and Arab League officials.

EACH YEAR J Street offers educational trips to the Middle East for Members of Congress, lay leaders, and, as of this year, university students. Trips are designed to give participants a full understanding of both the complexities of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and an appreciation of the urgent need to achieve a two-state solution.

NATIONAL LEADERSHIP MISSION
TWENTY-FIVE NATIONAL LAY LEADERS journeyed to Israel and the Palestinian territory this April to serve as ambassadors for our movement and gain first-hand knowledge of the realities on the ground.

STUDENT TRIP
FOURTEEN STUDENTS participated in J Street U’s inaugural student trip to Israel and the Palestinian territory. The trip celebrated the incredible history and achievements of the Jewish homeland while confronting the uneasy realities of the ongoing conflict. Through meetings with Israeli and Palestinian activists, politicians, and fellow students and visits to East Jerusalem, Sderot, Hebron, and settlements, students were given a unique understanding of what is at stake in our work to achieve a two-state solution.

LEFT: The delegation visits an Iron Dome mobile missile defense installation. J Street’s Government Affairs team lobbied Congress to fund this and other installations, which shield southern Israel from Gaza rockets. From the left: Representatives Betty McCollum (MN-04), John Yarmuth (KY-03), Steve Cohen (TN-09), former Defense Minister Amir Peretz and Representatives Lynn Woolsey (CA-06) and Sam Farr (CA-17).
RIGHT: Members meet with PA Prime Minister Salam Fayyad.

TOP: Students speak with a Palestinian resident of Bir-el-Eid in a temporary shelter. Hours prior, the Civil Administration had demolished his home and several other dwellings within the village.
BOTTOM: During a visit to the Knesset, MKs Orit Zuaretz, Shlomo Molla and Nitzan Horowitz meet with students.

LEFT: Israeli Opposition Leader Tzipi Livni, flanked by J Street Director of Israel and International Programs Steven Krubiner and Jeremy Ben-Ami, addresses J Street leaders. RIGHT: J Street national leaders walk along the separation barrier during a tour of Bethlehem.
JStreetPAC

JStreetPAC is the largest pro-Israel political action committee in the United States and the first PAC formed to endorse and raise money for federal candidates who champion pro-Israel, pro-peace policies. In 2010, JStreetPAC distributed a record-shattering $1.5 million, representing a third of all pro-Israel PAC giving that year.

Though 2011 is a nonelection year, JStreetPAC was in full campaign mode in anticipation of 2012. The 2012 election will be the most expensive in history, and many campaigns are already using Israel as a wedge issue to swing votes and campaign dollars. JStreetPAC will once again demonstrate that disingenuous pandering on Israel does not pay. Pro-Israel, pro-peace Americans will have the back of candidates who promote truly pro-Israel policies—those which advance the prospects for a two-state solution.

2010 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

- 61 CANDIDATES ENDORSED
- $1.5 MILLION DISTRIBUTED
- 45 ELECTORAL VICTORIES

J Street PAC kicked off the election cycle with three PAC benefits for pro-Israel, pro-peace candidates around the country. In Washington, DC, a reception for Senator Sherrod Brown (OH) and Representative Lois Capps (CA-23) raised $50,000. An event for Representative Rush Holt (NJ-12) in Princeton, NJ raised $40,000.

JStreetPAC CALLS OUT BACHMANN

When Michele Bachmann—a candidate who has said Israel should not give up any of the West Bank—tried to score some political points by criticizing President Obama’s efforts to restart negotiations, she had the audacity to say that Obama’s policies were only supported by a “tiny minority” of Americans. J Street quickly proved Bachmann wrong by raising nearly $16,000 through an online appeal for Representatives Lois Capps (CA-23), Jim Cooper (TN-5), and Betty McCollum (MN-4), candidates who proved their pro-Israel, pro-peace credentials by standing up for the President’s vision for peace.

FINANCIALS

2010 J Street Education Fund (JSEF) and J Street Statement of Financial Position*

*Numbers for the 501(c)(4) J Street are unaudited.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASSETS</th>
<th>J STREET 501(C)(4)</th>
<th>JSEF 501(C)(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>$619,861</td>
<td>$1,419,687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Receivable</td>
<td>$2,095</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Due from JSEF</td>
<td>$197,454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Due from J Street</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3,613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepaid 2011 Conference Expenses</td>
<td>$78,501</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Deposits Paid</td>
<td>$15,200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL ASSETS</td>
<td>$834,610</td>
<td>$1,501,801</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LIABILITIES

| Accounts Payable       | $20,087            | $51,260        |
| Accrued Salaries & Related Benefits | $26,243     | $197,454       |
| Due to J Street        |                    |                |
| Due to JSEF            | $3,613             |                |
| Due to J StreetPAC     | $4,539             |                |
| Deferred 2011 Conference Income |            | $154,910      |
| TOTAL LIABILITIES      | $28,239            | $429,867       |
| TOTAL NET ASSETS       | $806,371           | $1,071,934     |
| TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS | $834,610     | $1,501,801     |

Complete J Street Education Fund 990s are available on our website at http://jstreet.org/about/j-street-annual-reports/
There is no question that J Street’s existence has changed the Israel conversation in America over the past two years. Thousands of Jews who felt alienated and isolated from the Israel conversation are now proudly identifying as progressive Zionists—loving Israel, believing in the possibility of peace and working toward its realization. J Street has given American Jews permission to engage in Israel activism in a way that feels both honorable and consistent with their values.

— RABBI SHARON BROUS, IKAR SENIOR/FOUNDING RABBI

There is no military solution to this conflict. The only way for Israel to achieve real security is by reaching a two-state solution with our neighbors and we cannot do it alone. Thankfully, there is now an American Jewish voice, J Street, which recognizes that Israel needs now, more than ever, support from the United States to help end the conflict and ensure Israel’s survival and security.

— BRIGADIER GENERAL ISRAELA ORON, THE HIGHEST RANKING WOMAN IN THE HISTORY OF THE IDF

As an unflinching supporter of Israel, I believe that a two-state solution is an existential necessity for its survival as a democratic, Jewish homeland. Over the past three years, J Street has helped increase political awareness both that being pro-Israel means supporting a two-state solution and that there is significant support for this viewpoint within the American Jewish and larger pro-Israel community. Recent dear colleague letters and Congressional resolutions demonstrate the nuance, rationality, and sense of urgency that J Street has brought to this issue.

— REPRESENTATIVE LOIS CAPPS (CA-23)

On behalf of our entire movement, the J Street staff would like to thank the following individuals and organizations for their generous support in 2011.

**PRESIDENT’S COUNCIL | $25,000+**

Anonymous
Izhar and Noni Amromy  Boston, MA
Elaine Attias  Beverly Hills, CA
William F. Benter  Pittsburgh, PA
Stuart Brown  Bethesda, MD
Howard Dickstein  Sacramento, CA
Barbara Dobkin  New York, NY
Paul Egerman  Westport, MA
Sandy and Linda Gallant  San Francisco, CA
Anne Germainac  San Francisco, CA
Davidi Gilio  Los Gatos, CA
Len Goodman  Chicago, IL
Joanna C. Goodwin  Baltimore, MD
Richard C. Goodwin  Snowmass Village, CO
Arnold Hiatt  Boston, MA
Jerry Hirsch  Phoenix, AZ
Michael Hirschlhorn  Brooklyn, NY
Sarah and Victor Kovner  New York, NY
George Krupp  Boston, MA
Genevieve Lohman Lynch  New York, NY
Susan and Lewis Manlove  Chicago, IL
Yaffa Mantz  Snadet, WI
Kathleen Peratis  New York, NY
Elane Reuben  Washington, DC
Marc Rosenbourg and Ben Samuels  Houston, TX
Florence and Noel Rothman  Chicago, IL
Gregory Rothman  Chicago, IL
Alan Sagner  Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Deborah Sagner  New York, NY
Daniel Solomon  Bethesda, MD
Alex Soros  New York, NY
George Soros  New York, NY
Alexandra Stanton  New York, NY
The Tenenbaum Family  Cambridge, MA
Sidney Topol  Boston, MA
Lynne Wasserman  Beverly Hills, CA
Carol and Terry Winograd  Stanford, CA

**FOUNDATION PARTNERS**

Arca Foundation
Naomi and Nathaniel Cohen Foundation
Nathan Cummings Foundation
Dobkin Family Foundation
Dorot Foundation
Foundation for Middle East Peace
Zavryl and Isabelle Krieger Fund
Middle East Peace Dialogue Network
Pinson Street Foundation of the Jewish Community Federation and Endowment Fund
Poughkeepsie Fund
Rockefeller Brothers Fund
Sandler Foundation
Sklion Global Threats Fund
Tides Foundation

**J STREET’S BOARDS OF DIRECTORS**

J Street
David Gil, Chair
Morton H. Halperin, Vice-Chair
Jeremy Ben-Ami
Arnold Hatt
Joshua Tenenbaum
Carol Winograd

J Street Education Fund
Deborah Sagner, Chair
Kathleen Peratis, Vice-Chair
Kenneth Bob
Molly Freeman
Larry Lerner

JStreetPAC
Victor Kovner, Co-Chair
Alexandra Stanton, Co-Chair
Jeremy Ben-Ami
Debra DeLee
William Singer
Sidney Topol

Thank you to our supporters!
THANK YOU

NATIONAL FINANCE COMMITTEE | $10,000+

- Including $5,000 per year in political support to J Street PAC endorsed candidates

Evan Aptaker, Santa Barbara, CA
- Elaine Attias, Beverly Hills, CA
- David Avital, New York, NY
- Frank K. Bamberger, Brooklyn, NY
- Irl Barg and Liora Walkow, Wayne, PA
- William F. Benter, Pittsburgh, PA
- Art Berliner, Berkeley, CA
- Nancy Bernstein, Pittsburgh, PA
- Rita and Ennie Bogen, Miami Beach, FL
- Robert Book, Dallas, TX
- Stuart Brown, Bethesda, MD
- Charles Burson, St. Louis, MO
- Daniel Casey and Dolores Connolly, Chicago, IL
- Daniel G. Cedarbaum, Evanston, IL
- John F. Cogan, Cambridge, MA
- Howard Dickstein, Sacramento, CA
- Barbara Dobkin, New York, NY
- Paul Egerman, Weston, MA
- Irwin Federman, Allentown, PA
- Franklin M. Fisher, Cambridge, MA
- Barbara Fleischman, New York, NY
- David Friedman and Tirzah Firestone, Weston, MA
- Laurie Dewey, Beverly Hills, CA
- Greg and Maria Jobin-Leeds, Brooklyn, NY
- Michael Hirschhorn, New York, NY
- Irwin Federman, Chicago, IL
- Gregory Rothman, Chicago, IL
- Tom Safran, Los Angeles, CA
- Alan Sagner, Palm Beach Gardens, FL
- Deborah Sagner, New York, NY
- Max Samson, Milwaukee, WI
- Guy T. Saperstein, Palm Beach, FL
- Harold and Myra Shapiro, New York, NY
- Abby Sher, Santa Monica, CA
- Rose L. Shure, Chicago, IL
- Daniel Solomon, Bethesda, MD
- Ronni Stamm and Paul Lehman, Evanston, IL
- Alexandra Stanton, New York, NY
- Richard and Lois Gunther, Los Angeles, CA
- Arnold Hiatt, Boston, MA
- Michael Hirshhorn, Brooklyn, NY
- Elaine Hoffman and Jack Cherbo, Los Angeles, CA
- Avram Hornik, Philadelphia, PA
- Audrey Imam, Los Angeles, CA
- Greg and Maria Jobin-Leeds, Beverly Hills, CA
- Bonnie Joseph, Milwaukee, WI
- Martin Kace, New York, NY
- Linda Heller Kamm, Amagansett, NY
- Bruce and Iris Klatsky, New York, NY
- Sarah and Victor Kover, New York, NY
- Charles Kremer, Berkeley, CA
- Betsy Krieger, Baltimore, MD
- George Krupp, Boston, MA
- Louis Lainer, Van Nuys, CA
- Irwin Levin, Los Angeles, CA
- Andrew Luger, Minneapolis, MN
- Z. Jalur Liu, Delray Beach, FL
- GenaFriedmanLehrman Lynch, New York, NY
- Jeffrey Lyons, West Palm Beach, FL
- Yafa Maritz, Mercer Island, WA
- Jeremy Mindich, New York, NY
- Arthur and Judith Oberbrecht, Newton, MA
- Henry Ostberg, Alpine, NJ
- Kathleen Peratis, New York, NY
- Richard Pieper, New York, NY
- Jeff Pozmanter, Houston, TX
- Michael Rappeport, Princeton, NJ
- Elaine Reuben, Washington, DC
- Fran Rodgers, Boston, MA
- Marci Rosenberg and Ben Samuels, Houston, TX
- Monica and Philip Rosenthal, Los Angeles, CA
- Florence and Noel Rothman, Chicago, IL
- Gail Katz, Princeton, NJ
- Priscilla Kersten, Boston, MA
- Lark Kirkpatrick, Molly Knox
- Rebecca Krantz, San Francisco, CA
- Galia Kats, New York, NY
- Saul Rosenthal, New York, NY
- Nancy and Miles Rubin, New York, NY
- Sarah and Tom Pattison, Los Angeles, CA
- Michael Pershuck, Los Angeles, CA

AMBASSADORS CLUB | $5,000+

- Anonymous
- Richard A. Abdou
- Mark and Susan Auerbach
- Robert Beal
- Bodi Foundation of the Jewish Community Endowment Fund
- Mehmet Celebi
- Jonathan Cohen
- Peter and Barbara Cohen
- Sandra Colver
- Edith Everett
- Sonja and Jurg Lüthy

NATIONAL LEADERSHIP CIRCLE | $1,800+

- Daniel Bader
- Martin Betsky
- Anh Bui
- Norman Blumenthal
- Pamela Burdman
- Susie Colver and Bob Herman
- Combined Federal Campaign
- Kenneth Cooper
- Thomas Dackow
- Julie Dot
- Linda Fain
- Maya Frieder
- Ava Fuchin
- Murray Galin
- Eric Geller
- David Ginsburg
- Eirin Etkin Goldman
- Lynda Goldstein
- Richard Goldwater
- Nicholas Gross
- Joan Harris
- Joan Karlín
- Marilyn Karsten / Karsten Family Foundation
- Gail Katz
- Priscilla Kersten
- Lark Kirkpatrick
- Molly Knox
- Rebecca Krantz
- Hannah Krannegar
- Elliot and Frances Lehman
- Lawrence I. Lerner
- Harvey and Carole Mallemut
- Carlyn Meyer
- Seth Morrison
- Allan Muchin
- Maxine Nelson and Robert Fairber
- Raquel Newman
- Sarah and Tom Pattison

CONGRESSIONAL CAUCUS | $10,000+

- Anonymous
- Joan and Robert Amow Fund
- Attias Family Foundation
- Laurie Dewey
- Dowskin Family Foundation
- Allen and Andrea Kohl
- Rockridge Fund, East Bay
- Community Foundation
- Stephen Silberstein
- John Steel and Bunny Freidus
- Max and Esther Ticktin
- Poretsky Foundation
- Samuel Weisman and Nancy Crown

- Anonymous
- David Goldstone
- Jerry Goldstone
- Robert Goodman and Jayne Lipman
- Robert Book
- Michael Hilles and Janey Place
- Gustavo Ioscohepé
- Charles and JoAnn Kaplan
- Jonathan Cohen
- Tony Kushner
- Charles Miller
- Elaine Morrison
- Mark and Martha Novak

In 2011 J Street raised over $700,000 in operating support through eight major fundraising events including our National Gala. Thank you to all of our special event hosts and sponsors outside of J Street’s National leadership who contributed $1,000+ to make these events a success.

- Anonymous
- Ghassan Abbood • Holt Adams • David and Madeleine Amore • David Axelrad • Neil Barsky • Paul Beck • Mark Benesh • James Bennett • James Berkowitz • Marge Hart Britton • Boston Medical Center • James Blums and Kathryn Frank • Larry and Judi Brown • David Brown • Jeffrey Biuhai and Suzanne Rosenblatt • Rob Biunno and Liz Cicichelli • Rick Burns • Ahmad Charal • Ben Chuger • Alan Cohen and Robert Bank • Geoff Cowan • Rachel Cowan • John Cutinella • Carolyn Derck • Matt Dorf • Hassan and Alea Dib • Nancy Feldman • Hamilton Fish • Jonathan Flaming • Ford Israel Fund • Richard Frank • Myra and Tom Frank • Bob Frankfort • Frank Friedman • Phyllis Friedman • Victor Friedman • Shanti Fry • Carl and Donald Gardner • Gerstein Agnie Communications • Seth Glickstein • Ofer Gneezy • Phyllis and Alvin Goldman • Lee Greenhouse and Flor Lanzer • Michael Greenwald • Aaron Gurvitz • Morton Halperin • Jeffrey Hamer • Skip and Megan Herman • Howard Hiltz • Kim Holsberg • Institute for Inclusive Security • Yael Jacobson-Zief • Omar Kader • Al Kaneb • Dennis Kain • Jim Kaplan • Abyb Kapo • Steve Koch • Ronni Koter • Howard G. Krain • Douglas and Judith Krup • Donald Landis • Bill Lesman • Elaine Leiter and Steve Zeff • Marlin and Leah Cohen • Steven Levy • Steven Masters • J. Randal Matalon • Matthew Meyers and Bryce Jacobs • Rachel Milus • Judson Miner • Newton Minow • Richard Mintz • Neisser Family Fund • Samiur Neilson • Partners of Outten & Goldman, LLP • Hary Pascall • Jeni Neer Peratis Dounak • Lois Perelson-Gross • Anne Peretz • Susan Peterson kennedy • Marina Pinto Kaufman and Stephen Kaufman • Gili Pratzker • Steve Rabino • Carole Robbins • Robert Reiff • Daniel Rockman • Philadelphia • Richard Rosenthal • Saul Rosenthal • Nancy and Miles Rubin • Keith Rudman • David Ruttenberg • Buzz Rubenstein • Esther Saks • Bettylu Saltzman • Maureen and Edwin Schloss • Alan Schrotter • Steve Rabinowitz • Carole Robbins • Samuel W. Rosenblatt • Stephen Rosenfeld • Saul Rosenthal • Nancy and Miles Rubin • Keith Rudman • David Ruttenberg • Buzz Rubenstein • Esther Saks • Bettylu Saltzman • Maureen and Edwin Schlos • Paul Schneider • Robert Book
- Arturo Biderman • Alquina Biderman • J. Rolando Matalon • Matthew Mayers and Bryce Jacobs • Rachel Milus • Judson Mintz • Omar Kader • Al Kaneb • Dennis Kain • Jim Kaplan • Abyb Kapo • Steve Koch • Ronni Koter • Howard G. Krain • Douglas and Judith Krup • Donald Landis • Bill Lesman • Elaine Leiter and Steve Zeff • Marlin and Leah Cohen • Steven Levy • Steven Masters • J. Randal Matalon • Matthew Meyers and Bryce Jacobs • Rachel Milus • Judson Miner • Newton Minow • Richard Mintz • Neisser Family Fund • Samiur Neilson • Partners of Outten & Goldman, LLP • Hary Pascall • Jeni Neer Peratis Dounak • Lois Perelson-Gross • Anne Peretz • Susan Peterson kennedy • Marina Pinto Kaufman and Stephen Kaufman • Gili Pratzker • Steve Rabino • Carole Robbins • Robert Reiff • Daniel Rockman • Philadelphia • Richard Rosenthal • Saul Rosenthal • Nancy and Miles Rubin • Keith Rudman • David Ruttenberg • Buzz Rubenstein • Esther Saks • Bettylu Saltzman • Maureen and Edwin Schlos • Paul Schneider • Robert Book

Every effort was made to include the names of all our general national leaders and event sponsors as of November 15, 2011. If you feel your name has been omitted in error, please contact giving@jstreet.org.
GET INVOLVED

JOIN US ONLINE
Sign up to receive emails from J Street
www.jstreet.org/signup

JOIN US IN WASHINGTON
Register for our 2012 Conference “Making History”
http://conference.jstreet.org

JOIN US IN YOUR COMMUNITY
Join a J Street Local
http://local.jstreet.org

JOIN US ON CAMPUS
Get involved in J Street U
www.jstreetu.org

HELP MAKE HISTORY

NATIONAL LEADERSHIP

NATIONAL LEADERSHIP CIRCLE
$1,800+
Members of the National Leadership Circle ensure J Street’s growth on a national scale and participate in the strategic discussions that shape J Street policy. National Leadership Circle members are eligible to join our Annual Leadership Summit in Washington, DC, participate in monthly briefing calls on breaking news and trends, and receive recognition in J Street’s Annual Report.

AMBASSADORS CLUB $5,000+
Ambassadors Club members receive all the benefits of the National Leadership Circle plus a special invitation to the Congressional Reception at our Annual Conference Gala Dinner and an invitation to join one of our Missions to the Middle East.

CONGRESSIONAL CAUCUS $10,000+
Congressional Caucus members receive all of the benefits of the Ambassadors Club plus private meetings with Israeli officials at J Street’s National Conference.

NATIONAL FINANCE COMMITTEE
$5,000+ IN OPERATING SUPPORT PLUS $5,000+ IN POLITICAL SUPPORT
Members of our Finance Committee receive all the benefits of the Congressional Caucus and are critical to the operation of our PAC. The Finance Committee conducts conference calls with potential Congressional endorsees and helps steer political strategy.

PRESIDENT’S COUNCIL $25,000+
The President’s Council provides our strongest supporters a way to be involved in the continued growth and development of J Street. Members receive all the benefits of the Congressional Caucus and meet personally with President Jeremy Ben-Ami, participate in briefings from top-level US and Israeli officials, and help shape our strategy on a national scale.
MAKE A CONTRIBUTION

GIVE ONLINE
Contributions to J Street can be made online at www.jstreet.org/donate.

GIVE BY CHECK
Please complete the form and enclose it with your payment, payable to J Street.

GIVE BY CREDIT CARD
Please complete and sign the form below.

Return your completed form with the enclosed envelope to
J Street
PO Box 66073
Washington, DC 20035

PLEASE NOTE Contributions to J Street, a 501(c)4 organization, are not tax-deductible.

I will provide operating support to J Street in the following amount:

- $25,000
- $10,000
- $5,000
- $1,800
- $1,000
- $500
- Other ____________

My payment is enclosed (check made payable to “J Street”).

I will pay this pledge in full by ___ / ___ / ______.

Please charge my credit card for the amount indicated above.

I am interested in getting involved with J Street’s National Leadership.

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
STATE ____________ ZIP CODE ____________
EMAIL ____________________________
PHONE ____________________________

Card Type □ Visa □ MC □ AmEx □ Other ____________
Name on card ____________________________
Card Number ____________________________
Exp Date ____________ Security Code ____________
Signature ____________________________

For more information about contributing to J Street, please contact giving@jstreet.org.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES

J Street brings together Americans to advocate for active US diplomatic engagement in the Middle East and broader public and policy debate in national politics and the American Jewish community about ways to achieve lasting peace in the Middle East.

WE SUPPORT

- Consistent and concerted diplomatic engagement by the United States to achieve Israeli-Arab peace. A negotiated end to the Israeli-Arab and Israeli-Palestinian conflicts serves both US and Israeli strategic and security interests. Achieving it must be a priority for the current US administration;
- An enduring relationship between the US and Israel that promotes their common interests. We recognize and support Israel as the homeland of the Jewish people, a democratic country that promises equal rights for all its citizens and that has the right to defend itself against external threats;
- The creation of a viable Palestinian state as part of a negotiated two-state solution, based on the 1967 borders with agreed reciprocal land swaps. The future Palestinian state will require unprecedented levels of international economic and political support to succeed, including a resolution of the refugee issue within the new Palestinian state and in current host countries;
- An Israeli-Syrian peace agreement based on the land-for-peace formula, security guarantees, and details outlined in previous negotiations;
- A comprehensive regional peace that builds on the Arab Initiative, leading to recognition of Israel by all its neighbors in the Middle East and the creation of a new regional approach to cooperation and security;
- An American policy in the Middle East more broadly based on diplomacy, multilateralism and real partnership with the European Union, the Quartet and others. We support dialogue with a broad range of countries and actors, including Iran, over confrontation in order to find solutions to the region’s conflicts.

To advance these goals, we seek to build a broad and inclusive campaign that crosses ethnic and religious lines and in which American Jews play a prominent role.

We believe honest discussion of American and Israeli policies is healthy for the US, for Israel and for the American Jewish community. We will actively promote debate in the United States that is as open and spirited as it is in Israel. In that debate, we will oppose alliances with the religious right or any radical religious ideologues in the name of supporting Israel, as well as efforts to demean and fan fears of Islam or of Muslims.